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..e Aircraft to Satellite Data Relay (ASDAR) project war begun i:i 1975 a- a ,joint NASA/`;CAA
program to provide an improved source of meteorological data for weather forecasting. The
initiati' re for starting the project came from a recognition that much of our weather origi-
nates in the data sparse areas of the tropics and Southern Hemisphere, It was further re-
•ognized that these areas are frequently crossed by many of the modern, wine -body ,jet air-
^raft of the B-747, DC-10 type. ::iese aircraft contain navigation and uata systems capable
o.' providing the following data: latitude, longitude, altitude, wind speed, wind direction,
and outside air temperature. ii,e ASDAR system consists of a data acgt.isition and c.>ntrol
unit to acquire, store, and format this data; a transmitter to relay the formatted data vii
satellite to the ground; and a clo r, to time the data sampling and transmission periods. In
cooperation with the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (:;OAA) the data 1.s re-
layed to the ground via their Geostationery Operational Envirorw& ntal Satellite !GOES) z-riei,
and ;lien to the National Meteorological Center Omc) to aid in weather forecasting.
SYSTEM DF•SCR I PT ION
Data Sources
The B-747 aircraft used in com:r,ercial airline service uses an Inertial Navigation System (INS)
and a Flight Data Acquisition Unit (FDAU) as part of its complement of avionics eguiprrant.
These two units serve as sources of the data necessary to • ,rov.' de the wind speed and direc-
tion, and static outside air temperature at a specific latitude, longitude an: a'.titude.
The INS system provides the latitude, lon,;itude, win., direction. and wind :peed as serial,
BCD data. The FDAU system provides altituue and outside static air temperature in the form
of PCM serial data.
Data Format
'these data are the same as are normally manually reported by airline pilots in the form of
aircraft reports (AIREP's). The ASDAIt reports are formatted in a manner similar to these re-
ports. As a result of the onboard formatting prior to transmissiut, the message as received
or, the ground requires little pricessin t; to be suitabla for insertion ont, the k.;iobal Tale-
communi.caticns System (C,1'S) and, subsecuently, into the weather rata base. A sample formatted
message is shown in Figure 1 as it is received and printed on a ground terminal.
Major System Elerrents
The major elements of the ASDAP system are shown in Figure 2. Clockwise they are the elec-
tronics unit, the antenna, a n d the power supply. These are interconnected as shown in Fig-
ure 3. As iescribed previously, data from the aircraft INS and FDAU are fed into the Data
Acquisition and Control Unit (DACU). A battery powered clock was developed and is included
in tl,e electronics unit along with the DACU. The lock output is used by the microprocessor
based controller to determine the data sampling times and transmission times. in normal
operations, elght complete sets of data ai acquireu over a one hour period and transmitted
to the satellite at a precise time each hour. the DACU provides all the necessary scaling
to the -rata and stores it in International Alphabet No. S in 8 bit ASC 11. At the appropri-
ate time each hour, the DACU turns the transmi`ter on and delivers a Manehec-er bi-phase
data ignal to phase modulate its carrier.
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The transmitter is an 80 W device designed for intermittent operation wi%hin the electronics
unit, 1'he transmitter operates at a nominal 40.' Kiz and feeds a Coplanar Stripline antenra
mounted on the top of the B-'47 aircraft.
Physical Layout
The DACU, clock, u,d transmit`er are all packaged in the electronics unit which conforms to a
1 A':R (Air Tranupurt dating) package whose dimensions are 26 cm wide by 19.65 em high by
50.17 ^ _ tong with a weight of	 kg. The system is powered by a separate power supply
container, n a } AiR package whose dimensions are 12.7 w. wi de by 19.61 = high by ;,0,17 cm
long with a weleht of 5.b8 kg. These two units are mounted in the forward electronics rack
of the B-747 aircraft as ehown in Figure 4. The RF cable is routed, as shown, to t; •e top of
the aircrai'i where it is connected to the antenna mounted on the outside skin of the aircraft.
The total system weight includin.; mounting hardware, cables, and antentra is 30.1:1 kr
JETAi1ED FUNLPIONAL DESCRIPTION
Data Acquisit.on anJ Control Unit (DACU)
Because the DAM contains a microprocessor, the operating features are readily changed by re-
programming. The operating characterist'_ca described herein reflect the present programming
decisions, realizing that changes Pray be made in the future. As shown in Figuze 5, the DACU
,,sists of three major circuit boards: the I/O board, the CPU board, and the front control
,:el. The function of each will be described in the following paragraphs.
The front control panel of the DALTI contains a number of switches that can be Laed to select
Carious options in the programming of the microprocessor. It also contains five LED indica-
tors that give a visual indicatior of the status of the DACU. For use with external equip-
ment, there are 4 jacks that can also be used to diag.rose the operation of the DACU. I-igure 6
shows the front control panel are, identifies its functions.
The DACU operates on a specific tiny, schedule, acquir + ng data and transmitting the data to
the satellite at times that are selected by thumbwheel switches on the DACU front panel.
:Many ASDAR units will share a single RF channel, hence each unit i- assignee a specific time
slot for data transmission. When: a unit is to transmit a data m wage, there is a predeter-
mined sequence of events that must be performed by the DACU. For a single data point, the
overhead required as a prear.,ble to the data transmission would be longer than the data part
of the message. Ratter than transmitting many short data messages, the DACU of the ASDAN
units stores data sets in memory and then transmit blocks of stored data in order to make
more efficient use of the RF channel. As a comiromise, the ASDAR units always transmit eight
sets of data during -.ach transmission sequence. Therefore, if a unit is set to transmit data
once every hour, then the eight sets of data would be recorded at 7.ii min intervals.
As mentioned earlier, each ASDAR unit is assigned a specific time slot for its transmission.
This requires that the DACU have access to a clock. The aircraft systems do not have a clock
that is accurat: enough to time the transmissions, so the ASDAR package must have its own
clock, therefore, a clock was integrated into the electronics unit.
When the LACU determines .t is time to transmit data, the DACU must turn on the ASDAR t-ans-
mitter and then send the following sequence:
(1) 5 secs of unmodulated carrier
(2) 2.5 secs of alternating 1's and 0's
(3) 15 bit MLS
(4) 31 bit unit address
(5) F3 sets of data
(6) 3 end of transmission codes, 31 bits each
After the end of the message, the DACU turns off the transmitter. The total message Length
is about 25 secs when the data is transmitted as an 8 bit ASC II coded message.
The data acquired from the aircraft svatems for each reading is as follows:
(1) Present position, latitude
(2) Present position, longitude
(5) Altitude
(4) Outside static air temperature
(5) Wind direction
(6) Wind speed
In addition to these parameters, th time of the data reading, in hours and minutes, is also
recorded. The latitude, longitude, wind direction, and wino speed are obtained from the air-
craft INS. The altitude and outsid static air temperature are obtained from the aircraft
FDAU system.
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Itches. - The front panel of the :ACL	 ,.r control
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del switch labeled PER HOUR is used to select t
	
r of transmissions per hour.
is latalea with 0, 1 9 29 4 0 3, and 16. The p,	 !ad 0 is a special set-
c used for dia,.;,usis of the DACU and for insta.	 %estinw and is not for
ation. The switch positions labeled 1, 2, 4, m 	 c..	 e used for normal opera-
lejired, but it is anticipated , . list. most .AZDAii	 .se a setting of I trans-
per hoar. The switch position of :.6 transmissions per h
	
ist be used with caution,
to used for normal operst_on. As mentioned earli(	 .e DACU always stores 8
)r aach tranamission. When the transmission, rate	 f)r 1 transmission per
is regarded at 7.5 minute intervals. When the trt. 	 n is set at 16 trarrs-
ter, the data is recorded at 28 second intervals. ... 	 ,rel date print-
.:s about 41 secs, and an 8 bit ABC II data transmission to 	 sees. This
at	 16 transmissions per hour, the first data m ading	 .fore the previous
rs finished, which can :muse some rearrangement of
	
rata readings. When tae
-rte 1 • set at U, the DACU is in a epecidl test mode. 	 .ta is recorded at ap-
•-)ni interval- and dumped out to the front panel
	
labeled TTY. This mode
.its useful. for checking problems with the INS o, 	 :;U systems, In addition,
reset, in this mode, the transmitter is turned
	
r a short nessa,,e (about
allow easy and rapid test of the RF system.
"hr	 cr thumewheel switches are labeled MIN and SEC, which correspond to the starting time
:re
	
	 smission, I , . minutes and seconds, respectively. If the number of transmissions is
!er greater than one, then the time of one of the multiple transmission is entered
ies. The DACU will calculate the other transmission times at equally spaced
he	 switches iabeleu ADDRESS are used to enter a unique 21 bit address into the
SLa,	 rwit,ches are used to enter the most significant 21 bits of the 31 bit BCH
addre-..	 Ll calculate the 10 extra chack bits that make up tte 31 bit address.
If a e • .	 . :,en the correspo::ding; bit is a binary 1, and if a switch is OFF, then the
corset;	 is a binary U. When an address is assigned to a unit, it will usually be
.t hex number by the National Enviroirmental Satellite Service (NESS). The
be entered ter: tine front rarei is contained in the leftmost bits of the hex
:0=,L,cr.	 a:i 8 digit hex number comprises 32 bits, the extra bit, by ?LESS convention, is
the least	 lficant bit of the rightmost digit.
=..e toggle switch labeled ALT is used to enable or disable transmissions below a certain pre-
programmed wind speed. This is done to allow for transmissions to be inhibited while the air-
craft i4 oil the ground, This condition is indirectly indicated by the wind speed which is
.:&used to read zero be'-ow 160 knots air speed of the aircraft. At the present time, the cut-
off wind sped is programmed at U knots. the DACU Looks at thre last wins speed received from
the INS system :or ::omparison with the programmed c-at-oft' value. If the ALT switch is set
(up position), then if a transmission is scheduled to occur at a time when the wind speed is
less than the programmed wind speed, the DACU will skip the transmission sequence. A: so, if
the switch is set and the DACU is not receiving; good data from the INS system, then the trar.s-
mission will be skipped. If the switch is reset (down position), then the DACU will always
transmit, regardless of the wind speed.
The switch labeled 'DADS/CADS (INT or: early ASDAR units) is used to select the type of k1AU
data that the DACU is to expect. For most DC-10 1 s, the switch should be in the up position
(DADS), and for most b-747 1 E, the switch should be in the down position (CADS). This switch
just directs the microprocessor in its interpretion of Lire FMAU output. When thethe switch is
set to .he CA'.^S position, the :microprocessor converts the incoming FDAU data to a DADS format
before it rtores the data for transmission.
The remaining switch on the front panel is labeled RESET. by depressing this switch, the
:,icroprocessor is forced to execute the initialization coding, the same as if a power-up con-
dition just occurred. This switch is particularly important when working with the DACU. The
only time that the DACU examines the front panel switch settings is when the powe. • -up restart
cuding is executed. Therefore, whenevu r any of '.he front panel switches are changed, the
RESET switch muse; be depressed to force the microprocessor to examine the front panel
snatches. It should also be pointed .)ut that the internal clock of the DACU will be reset
when the RESET bi:tton is depressed, an, :t hence a new time update must be received from the
clock subsystem to set the DACU clock.
Front panel indicators. - Alou shown in Figure 6 are the five LED indicators on the DACU
front panel. These
	 s are provided to give a visual indication of the ASDAR system status.
Three of the LED',' are .ontrolled by the microproces.. ­,r and the other two are hardware con-
trolled by the DACU.
hL
.c LED labeled +5 V is connected across the +1 V power of the DAN ar,d should be illuminated
whenever the power is oil 	 the DACU, the LEI) labeled R^NR is connected to the clock Indica-
tor signal. the LEL is driven by logic on the L/O board, but is lnuepenuent ut' tt,e mrcro-
processor operation. Therefore, when the clock is on the RCVR LED should be illuminated.
This LED car: also be illuminated w1.e.r the DEMO tack !a used, but this will be discussed later.
The LED's labeled INS, FLAU, and TIME are controlled by the microprocessor. The LED labeled
'!E will be illuminated whenever the DACU is receiving valid time updates fror., the clock, or
m the front panel. When a valiu time update is received, the LEL will. be turned on and
on until a time update is not received as expected. that is, when a time update 1:, re-
ived, the LED will remain oil 	 about	 secs at P. minimum, unless the clock :ralfun ctiorns.
The LEI) labeled INS is used to display the status of the data being received from tie air-
craft INS. The LED will be turned on when one of the desired pera.neters is received from the
It' a period of about . secs elapses without receiving a parameter fror,. Lire INS, then
LEI will be turned off.
The LEE labeled FDAU is used to display the status of tLe 17LAU system. The FDAU clock re-
3eived by the DACU is 16 times the data rate. Every 6096 data bits the fL'AU clock contains
a spe:lal sync pulse, and if the DACU has ::ousted 4096 data bits since the last sync pulse,
then the FDAU LEI,, will be turned on. This LED is not turned off on a timed basis like the
INS LED. If the k-,AU clock -is stopped while the FDAU LEI; is on, the LEL will stay on.
Front Panel _tacks. - The front panel of the LACK contains four tacks that can be used to help
use problems with the DACU. Three of the tacks contain output information from the
rocessor, and one tack is used to replace the role of the ASDAR clock subsystem with ar:
t:-:.al piece of equipment.
The iacr labeled DEMOl is used to simulate the clocn subsystem input to the DACU. When a
simulator is plugged into the XMUD tack, the R ;'R LED is forced on, and the clock and data
lines are switched fror. the clock subsystem to the front panel inputs. The lock indicator
status line into the microprocessor is forced to a locked indication. The microprocessor
cannot detect whether tine :lock input is from the ASLAR clock or from the front panel DEMOD
Jack. The clock and data Inputs to the tack must be +5 V CMOS compatible, and the data must
be bi-phase encoded data.
The ?ack labeled MOD contains the g ame data that is sent to the transmitter 1y the DACU. The
signal is TTL logic compatible signal with Manchester bi-phase encoded data. By proper wir-
ing of the plug for this tack, the transmitter output can be inhibited, and t*.e transmitter
data can be forced to a zero value since the data appeasing at the tack is not buffered. The
transmitter cannot be forced on throue;t, this ,lack, it can only be Inhibited from turning on.
The data output to the transmitter is a tri-level code, with logic levels of 0, 2.b, and b V
nominally. When the transmitter is not enatled, and when the DACU is sending untnoduled car-
rier, the data output will be at 2.b V. When the DACU is sending data, the logic level at
the tack will be either 0 or b V. The drive circuit uses an open collector TTL bate with a
pull.-up resistor, so that the data output of the DACU can shorted to ground at this tack with-
out i;urting the DAN circuits.
The ,Jack labeled TIME is a aiagnostle output that can be used to iidirectly drive a teletype.
The Jack output is a CMOS compatible signal wi6h a 100 bits per second data rate. The data
code is an NRZ code, rather than Li-phase like the MOD tack. The data format is an 11 bit
character format, the same as that required by a teletype. To drive a teletype, the data
rate must be changed to 110 bits per second, and the logic level i,.ust be converted to a dc-
c,:rrent loop type signal. A typical output from this tack is as follows:
L^Hii: MA1: SS `	R-MM: SS	 T- MM: SS
where the value following the I- is the current setting of the DACU internal clock, in hours,
minutes and seconds. The asterisk following the time is present if the microprocessor has
not received a valid time update, in which case the current time is a count from the la.•t
power-up restart of the microprocessor. If the DACU has received a valid time update, the
asterisk will not be present. The number following the k= is the time until the next data
reading, in minutes and seconds. The number following the T- is the time until the next
transmission, in minutes and seconds. The output on this tack is always present as lone, as
the microprocessor is running.
The ;Jack labeled TTY conta4.n:; basically the same data that is sent to the transmitter each
transmission. The data is mrsde a little more readable by inserting spaces and prefixes, but
the data is the same as the data for the transmitter. The logic level on this tack is the
acme as for the TIME tack, and the data character format is also an 11 bit asyne character
code. The first line contains the: unit address in binary. 'Ihe leftmost bit is the first bit
I
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.1sion set for 0 transmissions per hour, then the output on this lack
the d: 'lie output will be a current print-out of the data buffer ap-
every 9 special output can be used to examine the IM1, and FDAU data
t	 contim...
:intion. I?' board contains the 8 bit microprocessor, U2 bytes of RAM
:a. nd other miscellaneous circuits.
	 The PROM storage is
compo . PROM's.	 These PROM's were selected because of their
abilIi supply.	 The remainder of the circuitry on the board
nmpr'
	 to	 :e	 f A	 w-essor si gnal lines, and clock circuits.	 The clock
er:	 -:	 17 ,)scillator.	 Thic urysta_ is used to generate the two-
.s require rocessor, and to generate a 1600 Hz signal that is used on
.)ard.	 The :u	 v is operated at its maximum spee I of one 1•9iz.
!-d descri I/O board contains all of the special I/O interfacing required)AC11.	 Al- actions to the microprocessor are made through two peripheral
e adapter ( ?'_t."i the exception of the two FlA's, one chip for driving the
:-,	 and the the remainder of the circuitry on the 1/0 board is
interface to ?,es 8 Lit parallel data.
	 The other systems (FDAU,
ransmitter, anc :1 use serial inputs and outputs.
In addition to Vie -iato 1, 11 	 , 1/0 board also contains a low voltage detection cir-
.	 This circuit	 is	 •.. ne microprocessor a reset si E;nal if the +5 V supply
age falls Lelow about •,. s done to prevent any low voltage spikes from leav-
parts of the circuitry .._ _.	 _.-mate state.
stem
k subsystem consists of a sin,_.le circuit board and a 7 amp-hour ,7i-Cs ,+
 uattery as
Figure 7. The clock circuitry was developed using an 8 bit CMOS microprocessor and
LCcess memory only. A 1 ;•Ltiz temperature compensated crystal oscillator was selectea
u- _i.e frequency standard. It has a yearly aging rate of 5x10 -1 parts per year and a tempera-
ture stability of ±2x10 -7 over O o to 50 0 C, The clock circuitry consumes 60 mW of power of
which 40 mW is consumed by the crystal oscillator. The battery, operating at 1C V, can keep
the _lock runnin g for approximately ,0 days; enough time for the clock to be set prior to
shipping and then shipped as a part of an ASDAR system to an airline and installed.
A battery charging circuit is also included on uhe circuit card to permit the 28 VDC available
from the power supply to charge the battery when aircraft power is on. A full battery charge
is obtained in about "4 h of time with aircraft power on.
As mentioned above, only RAM memory is useu In the clock circuitry. Thus, to cause the Block
to opera , both the microprocessor program and the correct time must be loaded into the mem-
ory upon clock startup. This is effectively accomplished using a separate set-time unit which
connects through a connector behind the hinged cover on the front panel of the electronics
unit. An enable button is also provided to e •isure glitch-free connection to the clock when
setting the time. When the switch is deTressed, an adlacei:t LED indicator tells whether the
clock is running or not by displaying the reset status of the microprocessor.
Although the initial uriver for the RAM only clock design was the unavailability of low power
CMOS proms, this was later found to be an asset since it is uesiraLle to have the clock stop
positively upon a power interruption rather than resume operation with an erroneous time.
This is a natural result of havi ng, the microprocessor program solely in volitle RAM. Further-
more, the compler:'.ty of the external set-time unit is not siL7iificantly increased by requir-
ing it to load the program in addition tc the correct time.
Transmitter
The transmitter consists of a single unit enclosed in a machined aluminum case as shown in
Figure B. Its dimensions are 13.97 em wide, by 5.3' em h i gh, by 27.54 cm long, and it we'ghs
.`..118 kg. The output frequency of the transmitter is determined by a plug in crystal con-
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drolled oscillator contained in a proportionally controlled oven operating at 80 0 C. The
modulating data input and control signal are provided by the DACU as usseribed previously.
The output of the transmitter is nominally 60 W and is fed from the transmitter to a eorx*c-
tor on the front panel of the ASDAR system. At this power level, the transmitter is designed
only for the typical intermittent operation as is experienced in the AODAR application.
The frequency stability of the transmitter is specifioed at lx10' 6 per year, which should
assure succeas,"ul performanee for about one year given the GOES channel bandwidth constraints.
This characteristic will be discussed more fully in the Design Considerations section below.
Power Supply
I	
The power supply is totally contained in a separate package, ^ ATR in sis.e. The power supply
 takes raw, unfiltered 115 V, 3 phase, 400 cycle power from the aircraft, filters and condi-
tions it down to 5 V and :i8 V DC. While transmitting, the power drawn from the aircraft 5-
phase bus is 604 VA. At all other timer, the power is 104 VA. All parts of the electronics
unit are fed by the : V supply except the transmitter and clock charring circuitry.
Fach output, 5 V and 28 V, are separately fused and have red LED indicators to indicate oper-
ation when lit. The 5 V supply nominally provides 2 A. The 26 V supply nominally provides
11.5 A when transmitting and 0.6 A when not transmitting. Internal filtering in the power
supply is adequate to provide noise-free power in accordance with the conditions outlined in
the ARINC s pecifications. Internal protection is also provided for over current, over volt-
age, and ur:der voltage.
Antenna
'.he antenna, shown in :'inure L, is a Coplanar Stripline type, 20 cm wide, by 40 cm long,
by 1.9 cm hi tch, contoured to fit the curvature of the aircraft fuselage. The following
specifications are being, met for production antenna's!
Frequency:	 402 M}[2 nominal
Gain:	 1.5 dbic
Axial ratio;	 11Z db
Although the intent of this antenna when developed was to both transmit at 402 MNz and re-
ceive at 4G8 MHz, its fabricatio:: for production ASDAR systems excludes the receive capabil-
ity and favors transmit performance.
DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
Interface Options
After some preliminary investigations, it was determined that not all co=_- rcial aircraft of
the Newer wide-oody type carry the same avionics equipment. For the most part, a particular
type such as the B-747 will be the same from aircraft to aircraft, but differences are still
possible particularly when dealing with foreiCr. airlines. Since the objectives of the ini-
tial ASDAR program were to equip a limited number of aircraft to provide data through the
First Global Carp Experiment (FGGE), which has a duration of one year beginning in December,
1978, the B-147 aircraft was selected for in!tial interfacing.
The particular interface standards for which the ASDAR has been designed are ARINC 561-11 for
the INS, and ARINC 573-7 for the FDAU. This decision has permitted a rather bload choice of
airlines on the basis of most favorable routes. In fact, it has beer y possible to use a
standard installation kit including drawings and hardware for all B-747 0 s to date.
In the present prototype ASDAR systems, the interface to the INS and FDAU are constituted
primarily in hardware, and modifications to adapt to different types of avionics equipment is
di"ficult. As noted earlier, a Digital Air Data System (DADS)/Central Air Data System (CADS)
ol.Lion is provided so that some compatibility is afforded for DC-10 1 s. This option will pro-
vide compatibility for the FDAU interface, but the DC-10 must also carry an INS system if
full compatibility is to be realized, which is not necessarily the case. Numerous aircraft
including DC-10's are now carrying, or plan to carry, OMEGA navigation systems. Although the
essential data is presumably present, the interface to such a system would be different. As
a further complication, some aircraft have been found which have slight modifications to
their avionics equipment in either hardware or software.
In light of the above findings, it is recommended that future designs of ASDAR systems con-
sider options in both hardware and firmware, which will facilitate easy adaptation to avion-
ics equipment of different types. Physical modularity of functions may be a way of accommo-
dating this requirement.
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nvironment
he ASLAR system was designed to survive and operate in the below deck electronic equipment
area of commercial aircraft; the only external part of significance befn tr the antenna mounted
on top of the fuselage. The environment of the equipment areas of these aircraft are condi-
tioned by cabin exhaust air so extremes In temperature should not be experienced ty the
equipment while the aircraft is operating. Nevertheless, attempts were made to adhere to
Fri A-DOl'0 specifications for equipment on this class of aircraft. Phermal, vibration,
humidity, and L14T tests were conducted.
hen.-al specificetion in this case in -S5 o to +6, 0 2. Cue to constraints imposed by the
-mitter, the :ystem was tested fro g: -400 to +70 0 C only. It was subsequently determined
'I e PROM's in the DACU were experiencir4_ trouble at temperatures well above this lower
:his was subsequently traced to thermal sensitivity in the power switchint circuitry
ROM chips. 'lo rectify this problem, the power switchirtt feature of the PROMS was
uypassed, thus avoiding the use of the t.mieraturo sensitive circuitry; b,.,;, thereby, in-
creasing thR poker consumption.
As might be expected, the levels of vibration e.icountered on modern cormmercial ,het aircraft
nre relatively low. As a result, testing: to the required levels of both sine ; .andom, and
shock were generally w-eventful. Only one ancmaly was noted while the system was beinr, sub-jected to random vibration.
	
he trunsmitter *'reovency was observed to shift. This was
traced to a poorly secured crystal oscillator w'0,in the transmitter oven assembly. A brack-
et was added to eliminate the problem.
No anomalies worth uotint were experienced during humidity and EMI testing of the ASLAR sys-
tem .r. the laboratory chambers. Since this system was to fly on aircraft in commercial
passenger service, extensive examination and testing were required prior to the necessary
aederal Aviation Administration (FAA) rertication. Pince the certification process would
have to include a flight test, a contract for the complete flir;ht certification was .,iven to
Pazi American Airways. The necessary testiryt and flight were successfully performs.: on Feb-
ruary 4, 1977. A formal "Flight Test Report" (Ref. 1) has been published covering the flight
test and results.
From another perspective, the euv'ronment includes a time factor which may be of importance
__r certain circumstances, whi(.h will be described later, Due, in part, to the desire of
nes to maximize the revenue from expensive, modern ,jet aircraft, a typical day's flying
t .:,e may total 1: to lE h. 'hese flithts are interspersed with periods of off-time where
neither power no- environmental air conditioning are supplied to the aircraft and its equip-
ment. Thus, susceptible electronic equipment may be affected by these conditions.
he environmental  condition yet to be addressed is that affecting the anteruia. Of all the
equipment, it is exposed to the most severe envirorunent. This includes the extremes
omperature, humidity and physical abuse. Experiences during the developmerit of the
antenna have revealed instances of moisture leaks and surface erosion. the moisture
_:sing condition was corrected early in the program. Surface erosion as observed on the
ASDAR antenna is considered normal for equipment so located on the aircraft. As u result,
periodic replacement (about every two years) of protective surface coatings may be required.
Of' potentially greater concern is whether such an attachment to the outer skin of the air-
craft will tend to build up ice. Should this happen, sudden breakint, off of ice particles
could cause damage to aircraft parts in flight. Phis is of particular concern with an an-
tenna mounted ahead 3f the top engine of a DC-10, where ice in t,estion by the engine could
cause significant dar.nr'e. Although no ice formation has been noted on the present B-747 in-
stallation, no impli: • itions can be drawn with respect to performance on a DC-10 and, there-
fore, qualification te,.ts must be repeated on the DC-10 prior to certification.
ransmitter Stability
As noted earlier, the :LESS specification for transmitter stability is lxlo' 6 per year. At
400 h•'.Hz this would result in a possible frequency shift of +400 hiz. This is enough to take
a transmission to the hand-edge of a uOES channel. Therefore, under minimal specified per-
formance, a transmitter would stay in band for about one year.
further complication to continued successful performance of such a transmitter results from
using it in a mobile application as is the case when used on an aircraft. In this case dopp-
.or shift pheromena enters in and maj either add to or reduce the frequency shift due to
;her factcrz. In the case of ASDAF. equiped aircraft operating with a GOES satellite, a
axin.um doppler shift of approximately 560 Hz is possible when raa:ally approaching or de-
arting from the satellite at the horizon. When comparing the cumbined effects on trans-
tter frequency, It becomes apparent that far totter frequency stability with time is re-
rired if the effects of doppler shift are not going to take the transmit t er out of band.
:,ere are many possible approaches to solving this probiee., such as increasing the channel
,ridth to allow for more frequency shift. But, considering only those options which involve
the moLile transmitting platform, the ranste of possibilities becomes limited. Some possible
approaches are:
(a) Synthesize the transmit frequency from a stable source relayed via the satellite from the
ground.
(b) Provide a ground command capability to allow remote frequaney adjustment in flight.
(c) Occasionally adjust the frequency using test equipment by taking the syetem out of ser-
vice on the ground.
(d) Provide a sufficiently stable transmitter such that frequency shifts other than the re-
sult of doppler are insignificant.
(e) Determine the effezt of doppler and adjust the transmit frequency accordingly,
(f) Some cxabination of the above.
Upon examination, each of these techniques has its disadvantages. (a) and (b) require the
presence of a re._eiver as part of the system. (a) would further require the result of (e)
to avoid doppler affecting the stable source from the satellite. (d) would be a preferable
method if it could be done cost ;? , Yectively. If' a receiver is included its cost could be
traded against that of a stable transmitter.
It would be desirable tn have a transmitter whose output frequency stability with respect to
all influences was not worse than 1x.10' 7 parts per year. This n,-y not be too difficult to
reach if advantage is taker: of the actual environment which the oscillator sees, First, the
intermittent characteristics of the power source indicates that an ovenized oscillator opera-
ting at 80 0 C is not desirable. This would cause dally thermal cycles of the order of
660 0 C. Secondly, the actual operating environment is not likely to exceed approximately
200 r_ for any period of time and be more likely to fall below. Therefore, a temperature com-
pensated crystal oscillator operating within an oven whose operating temperature is 25 0 C
would result in better long term stability. The oven would still operate only intermittently
but, most importantly, it would maintain the oscillator temperature in flight where the en-
vironment is going to Le less than 20 0 C.
Timing Sources
Early in the development of the ASDAR system, a receiver was included to allow the use of
satellite time for controlling data acquisition and transmission periods. After demonstrat-
ing its successful performance during the first six months after flight certification In
February, 1977, it was learned that coded timing was only going to be provided on the US
GOES, not the European or Japanese ones, Without's a ,-onsistent, world-wide timing source,
the receiver for timing, purposes became of limited value. Thus, after six mos of success-
ful performance, the decision was made to replace the receiver with a presettable clock with
backup battery, The operational philosophy to be followed was one of pr widing sufficient
battery capacity to allow settl:.g the clock prior to shipment to an airline and battery re-
charging from the aircraft power.
The clock subsystem was developed and certified by the FAA for inclusion in the ASDAR system
on December 13, 1977, The concept has been shown to be operationally feasible and, although
presently allowing a mini period per transmission, appears to be capable of sufficient
stability to allow for one min transmission periods. These assumptions are based on reset-
ting the clock after one year's operation.
After almost a year's experience using the clock in the ASDAR system, there is some concern
that this concept carried into an operational ASDAR system involving hundreds of units in the
field could prove awkward and logistica l ly unrksirable. Specific locations would have to be
provided with time-setting equipment. Spare, back-up, systems could not be stored in a
ready-to-install condition without periodically applying power to recharge the clock battery.
To overcome these, and possible other specific ob,jectioas, a variation to the clock concept
is being considered for operational systems, post FGGE, i,e, after 1979. This redesigned
system would include both a receiver and a battery powered clock. In concept, the receiver
would automatically set the clock and enable the system to operate when the aircraft is with-
in view of the two GOES satellites, approximately two-thirds of the globe. The battery
capacity would be sufficient to sustain clock operation for periods up to 5 day: without
aircraft power. This should be enough to allow for normal maintenance periods and weekend
layovers. Should the clock stop operating in an area out of sight of a GOES satellite, most
airline routes should bring it back in view within a week.
Should an operational ASDAR system came about, an improved timing system as described here
shouu i be considered. A factor in determining the nature and accuracy of the system timing
nis the channel packing density desired to support the number of AIIDAR equipped aircraft like-
ly to be flying in the 108018.
PERt ORMANCY
Apart from periods of time where the ASLAH system was Wlrw redealgned or recertified, the
erformenee since February, 1977, has been exceptional for a prototype system in an experi-
antal pro*;ram. A.'rf)AR is a joint project betweer, NASA and NOAH to provide airborne weather
v a collection platforms for the FCkZ e^.perizeut begimrin g in December, 1078, Since NASA'&
• - r-onsibility is li ,Ated to the design, development, installation, end operation of the
system as a dr . tc collection and trenam l.asion system, its performance will be addressed
• ipally in this context and not with respec' to the quality and value of the data. It +.s
us from the preceding parmeraphs that sos- Adifications and improvements have alreayy
mace to the ASDAR system. Early in the project numerous changes were trade to either
p ct errors in understanding the formats of the data from the alr .raf'. equipment or miiify
rrocessing format of the data collected. :hose changes were code muck: easier due to the
)processor in the DACU. In the last year arid a halt', modifications were made to accccru-
ate factors &part from the ASDAR system, such as the lack of satellite t'.ae or to improve
.,perational reliability.
he ASDAi reliably and coasistently acquires the aircraft data. Lata transmissions are corr-
stently good arid free of errors within the foottrint of the satellite, which is really
_)rizon -to-horizon. Figure 9 shows data from an aircraft carrying an ASLAR system over e,
hree month period, t•'any of the flights overlap in their tracks. As can be seen, data
coverage sorretires exceeds the horizon.
Beginning In :.ecember, 1976, there will be 17 ASDAR systems flying on numerous international
airlines. Having completed *_heir prime objective by the end of 1979, it is anticipated thct
these 1; systems will continue to be flown and will make up the beginning of an operational
ASDAR fleet. As explained earlier, much has been learned during the development of the ASDAR
system. As a reau't, it ties been concluded that an ASDAR system, to be successrul in an
operational envirornnent, must be repackaged and somewhat modified in design if it is to to
cost effective to pur-ohnse, operate, and aaintain.
To .late, all indications from NOAA are that ASLAR is a valuable addition to their array of
weather rata collection mources. The -rata is sufficiently accurate when compared with other
sources of data, that it is among the highest weighted data in their weather iata base.
'3NCLUDING REMARKS
In the conduct of the joint NASA/NOAA project to collect. upper atmosphere meteorological data
ar: airborne ctata collection and transmission platform has been successfully develrpe d and has
performe ,j well as one element of a complex system consisting of a fleet of cormercial air-
craft, the AS .W system, the :;DES satellite family, the NESS, and the NMC. The contribution
of NA A to Chic project tins combined the modern technologies of avionics, microprorescors,
antennas and satellite communications for nrr effective addition to the techniques used in
monitoring global weather. Having demonstrated the feasibility of this technique it is
anticipated that AJILAR will ^,.rov into a world-wide operational system.
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ASSIGNED BY NESS	 113 . 113th DAY; APRIL 23, 1978
U502081409084090  GMT ., 09:02:08 EST
A00015C4 113150208
816316948485150237496-49095008
'	 THE LATEST DATA IS
	 815413948132145438900-52130014	 THIS BLOCK OF DATA
PRINTED FIRST AS
	 814513947378144738900-55135016
	 REPRESENTS PART OF A
DENOTED BY THE
	 813578947091143938900-55128013	 PAN AMERICAN FLIGHT IN
TIME SEQUENCE	 813058946390143238900-54148014 	 THE SOUTH PACIFIC
812121946129142438900-54139005
811184945447141738900-52184005
8102`2945170140938900-56228007
CODE: O=N, 8=S	
T	
^-- WIND SPEED IN KNOTS
LATITUDE: 5100 25, r	 WIND DIRECTION IN DEG
CODE: 0°E, 1 • +1000
	AIR TEMPERATURE IN 0C
8=W, 9•+1000	 ALTITUDE IN FEET
LONGITUDE: W145017.0'
	 TIME
NOTE: THE AIRCRAFT IS BEGINNING
	 (GMT)
DESCENT TO PAPECTE
	 1409=9:09 EST
(SINAI: PA61C 13
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Figure 2. - Electronics unit, antenna, and power
supply.
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Figure 5. - Data acquisition and control unit.
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